
The GETAUG Token
The GETAUG Token is redesigning the way Consumer Credit is
Created.

The Problem

How does someone create credit history without the need to incur debt in both the physical
and meta worlds?

The Context

Over sixty million US consumers are credit blind or have zero credit history.  Conventional
solutions require consumers to deposit funds into a bank account for security purposes or take
out debt in the form of credit cards or loans in order to create credit history .  These solutions

are decades old and do not account for recurring payments made to non-reporting
sources (like rent payments for example) using popular mechanisms such as venmo,
zelle, debit cards,etc. which are never reported to the credit agencies.  Underbanked
populations do not want to go into debt to enter the credit system…and right now
that’s the only way to do it. Additionally,digital currency contained in Virtual or Hard
Wallets are not seen or accepted by conventional lenders.

In the near future consumers will be able to utilize digital currency to pay for staples such as
housing, transportation, entertainment, food, utilities and clothing.  Without credit, the
consumer will have to pay for everything in advance.  As the world’s fiat currencies continue



to lose value and digital currency becomes more embedded in our day to day lives, the need
for a bridge between the “digital currency world” and conventional credit will be essential.

The Solution

GetAugie Inc has developed a unique platform which enables a consumer to utilize their
current monthly payments to create credit history. It is free to use by any consumer without
interest, fees or penalties.

GetAugie’s Core Values

1. Breakthrough Innovation
GetAugie has developed a unique platform which enables consumers to earn credit history on
a payment by payment basis.  Each time a consumer pays an online subscription or any other
recurring bill, credit history is built, without incurring unsustainable debt.

2. The power of community
Each member of the GetAugie community will automatically be airdropped a certain number
of GETAUG tokens into their Augie Wallet. GETAUG tokens have a real value which can be
converted into USD in order to reduce the amount needed to pay bills.

3. Giving Back
GetAugie is committed to working with non-profits in its goal to enhance the knowledge of all
consumers on credit history AND digital currency.

4. Diversity and Inclusion
GetAugie understands the benefits of fostering a diverse and inclusive community, especially
in the cryptocurrency and Credit spaces. The community accepts and welcomes people from
different walks of life along with other crypto communities. Diversity is recognized as a
strength that promotes creativity and renewal. Inclusion is a journey that will require effort,
focus, and determination to accomplish meaningful change within society.  By offering a free
solution for anyone to build credit and participate in crypto, GetAugie extends financial
wellness to everyone.



Core Brand Personality

1. Professional and Respectful
GetAugie will hold strong to the pillar of professionalism and respect for people. Even if
community members and leaders must be firm about a topic, they shall consistently strive to
be respectful. Every community member and investor shall feel appreciated, heard, respected,
and valued.

2. Edgy and Rebellious
GetAugie’s attitude is rebellious—in a positive way.
The community will come across as edgy; however, this is because the community is building
a platform that is against the inherent limitations that exist in credit building, FREE,
ACCESSIBLE and FAIR.

The Ecosystem

The GETAUG Token’s vision advances further into the cryptocurrency space by releasing
innovative products, such as non-fungible tokens (NFTs). The sustainability of GETAUG Token
is of utmost importance to the community and its leaders.

Contract Address

72JtHtMkurKYJ8vVERPmRL2VSbxbSGy8GqTi5gy6RUoW

About
https://augie.app/augie-token

Tokenomics
The governance token. For all.

GETAUG Token is a token that operates on the Solana
blockchain (SOL-20).

GETAUG was launched with an initial 100B (Billion) tokens. GETAUG Token is fully
decentralized.

https://augie.app/GETAUG


Initial Market capitalization tokenonomics

Each Augie Token has a stored value of $0.01 per token
● Circulating supply: 5 Billion
● Total Supply: 95 Billion
● Max Supply: 100 Billion

Once the Augie Token is removed from the Augie Wallet, it cannot be placed back in it for
redemption or conversion to fiat currency as a method of reducing ones consumer bills.

Utility

Holders of the GETAUG token, retained within the Augie wallet, will receive the following
utility:

1. Ability to pay their rent via ACH (instead of the Augie Credit Card as most landlords do
not accept Credit / Debit cards for rent payments) and have those payments count
towards conventional credit history.

2. So long as the Augie Token remains in the ‘Augie Wallet”, the holder has the ability to
convert to fiat dollars that are then applied as credit to their bills.

Roadmap

Q2 2022 - Augie launches its Token and Reward Program. The reward program is designed
to enable consumers to earn Augie Tokens.

Q3 2022 - The Augie Card launches.  A unique, free, Credit Card designed to convert monthly
bills into credit building actions.

Q1 2023 - The physical Augie Card launches.  The physical card will enable consumers to
utilize their Augie Wallet and credit lines to purchase goods and services, which contribute to
credit history building.

In addition, it is expected that the Augie Token will begin to trade on more exchanges in 2022
/ 2023 and beyond.



TOKEN SYMBOL
GETAUG

NO PRESALE

NETWORK
SOL

Holders of GETAUG tokens can track their tokens held within their GetAugie wallet at any
time simply by downloading and accessing the GetAugie App, which is available on the App
Store or on Google Play.  Within the Augie Wallet, users can see all tokens earned and if they
were airdropped to a separate wallet, retained in the Augie wallet or converted on Augie to
fiat funds in order to apply as a credit to a bill being paid.

The Apple logo is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Google
Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC

The GetAugie community should feel responsible for the change that GetAugie is making to
the arcane world of Credit building while also exposing consumers to the world of crypto



currency.  GetAugie’s mission is to have every recurring bill paid to count as credit history in
both the physical and non-physical worlds.

Legal Disclaimer
The information provided in this publication does not constitute investment advice, financial
advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice. You should not treat any of the publication’s
content as such. This material is for informational purposes only and is not (i) an offer, or
solicitation of an offer, to invest in, or to buy or sell, any interests or shares, or to participate in
any investment or trading strategy, (ii) intended to provide accounting, legal, or tax advice, or
investment recommendations, or
(iii) an official statement of GETAUG Token. No representation or warranty is made, expressed
or implied, with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information or to the future
performance of any digital asset, financial instrument, or other market or economic measure.
The GETAUG Token team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought,
sold, or held by you. Do conduct your due diligence and consult your financial advisor before
making any investment decisions. By purchasing or acquiring GETAUG, you agree that you are
not purchasing a security or investment, and you agree to hold the team harmless and not
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the
token "as is" and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no
expectation of any form from GETAUG Token and its team. Although GETAUG is a
community-driven decentralized finance (DeFi) token for social networking and not a
registered digital currency, the
team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government bans on cryptocurrencies
do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with established regulations
within certain territories. Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and
regulations before you make any purchase. This publication will not include any information,
including contract codes, that the GETAUG Token team deem as any form of intellectual
property (IP).

Risk Disclosure
Please note that there are always risks associated with smart contracts. Please use them at
your own risk. GETAUG Token is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor.
Everything that is provided in this publication is purely for guidance, informational and
educational purposes. All information contained herein should be independently verified and
confirmed.



GETAUG Token does not accept any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in
reliance upon such information or services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any
trading done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to lose.
When in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor before making any investment
decisions.


